Apps for Ag Hackathon Event

As part of the ongoing Yolo County Broadband project “Bridging California’s Rural/Urban Digital Divide with Mobile Broadband”, SF-Bay ISOC Chapter is supporting the upcoming Apps for Ag Hackathon event scheduled for July 28-30, 2017 in Sacramento, CA. Please visit these websites for details: HERE & HERE and our website for the recent blog for an interview with one of last year’s winner: HERE.

ICANN 59 Johannesburg

ICANN 59 Conference is in full swing as of June 26th. Leah Symekher, current Advisor and Consultant to the board & primary NARALO Chapter representative is attending as part of the ALAC/NARALO team. Follow our social media channels for updates and for all the meetings on the ICANN website: HERE.

June Chapter Event

Over 35 people attended the latest SF-Bay ISOC Chapter Event, "Blaming Technology" with Andrew Bridges, acclaimed IP attorney, at Fenwick & West LLP in San Francisco. Andrew and the audience debated topics including fake news and online moderation, algorithm transparency and algorithm responsibility, the Rule of Law: regulating behavior or technology, intellectual property/"piracy" as a product liability/negligence concept, and the policy battles facing technology and online platform providers. A full report will be available on the website soon and the videos of the event can be found HERE.
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Upcoming Event: ICANN 59 Policy Readout Webinar

The SF-Bay ISOC Chapter is teaming up with ICANN for a post ICANN59 Readout webinar on July 18, from 12-1pm (PDT). ICANN staff will go through policy discussions held during the event and outline key decisions made as well as highlighting how and why you should take part. More details will be circulated soon and all are welcome to attend.

Working Group on Internet Governance Fellowship

The Chapter WG on Internet Governance is offering a volunteer fellowship position to a graduate/postdoctoral student who has interest in Internet governance issues, including technical, legal, economic, social and human rights aspects. Find out [HERE](#).

Apply now through 5:00 PM ET on Wednesday, 12 July 2017
Available E-Books in ICANN

How to make an EBOOK

Introduction to NARALO

ALS Beginners Guide

AtLarge Guide

Cross Community Working Groups

Internet Day in Spanish

Becoming a TTF Member

IANA Functions and ICANN

AT-Large Webinars and Presentations converted to EBOOKS

Available playlist and pictures of various event covered by our chair
Glenn McKnight

VIDEOS

Internet Governance, ICANN SHORTS, Caribbean Internet Governance Forum, ICANN Argentina, ICANN
Quick updates and links to useful Information

**NARALO 2017 GA Documents**

**2017-2018 CROPP Page**

**NARALO Operating Principles Review**

**NARALO Operating Principles**

**Monthly Secretariat Report**

:-) END

Know someone who might enjoy this email? [Share it](#) with them.

Did someone share this email with you? [Sign up](#) to receive more of our emails.